508 positive PTSD screens

42 eligible

6 declined (did not want to participate)

36 t1 (pre-treatment)

36 randomly allocated

2 patients referred to TAU withdrew from study after randomization.

34 received ≥ 1 session

19 SWT + 9 dropout

16 completed t2 (mid-treatment)
14 completed t3 (post-treatment)
14 completed t4 (3 mo follow up)

15 TAU 4 dropout

11 completed t2 (mid-treatment)
13 completed t3 (post-treatment)
13 completed t4 (3 mo follow up)

466 ineligible
205 no (subthreshold) PTSD
141 allocated to outpatient treatment
44 severe (psychiatric) problems
23 concurrent psychotherapy
23 Borderline Personality Disorder
4 severe cognitive problems
5 language
17 other
4 unknown

34 in ITT analyses

15 in ITT analyses